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LICENSING  
SUB-COMMITTEE
28 April 2016 

REPORT
 

 
Subject heading: 
 
 

Bradwell’s Bar 
137-141 South Street Romford RM1 1PL
Premises licence review application

Report author and contact details: 
 
 

Paul Jones, Licensing Officer 
Mercury House 
paul.jones@havering.gov.uk 

 

This application to review a premises licence is made by PC Belinda Goodwin 
under section 51 of the Licensing Act 2003 (the Act).  The application was 
received by Havering’s Licensing Authority on 10th March 2016. 
 

Geographical description of the area and description of the building 
 

Bradwell’s Bar is located in Romford town centre at the location of Havering’s main 
transport hub: buses, trains and taxis all terminate at this geographical point.  This area 
is also Havering’s most significant crime ‘hotspot’.  The area might be considered one of 
mixed use based upon the presence of commercial and residential properties.  There 
are residential properties above the shops directly opposite this venue. 
 

Comments and observations on the application 
 

The application was submitted in accordance with the provisions of s.51 of the Act.  The 
grounds for the review are that the premises’ management has a lack of regard towards 
the promotion of the licensing objectives which in turn has led to a failure to promote 
them. Additionally it is alleged that errors and breaches of the licence conditions exist 
while violence on site has occurred. 
 

Requirements upon the Licensing Authority 
 

The provisions of s.51 of the Act dictate that the Licensing Authority undertake certain 
functions with regard to a premises licence review application.  To this end a suitably 
worded public notice was placed at the premises.  The same notice was also installed at 
Havering’s Town Hall notice board on Main Road and also made available on 
Havering’s website.  A copy of the notice is attached for reference. 
 
 
 
 
 



Licensing Sub-Committee, 28 April 2016 
 
 
 

 

When determining an application for a premises licence review s.52(3) of the Act 
requires that the Licensing Authority must, having regard to the application and any 
relevant representations, take such of the steps mentioned in s.52(4) as it considers 
necessary for the promotion of the licensing objectives.  These steps are: 
 

(a)   to modify the conditions of the licence 
(b)   to exclude a licensable activity from the scope of the licence 
(c)   to remove the designated premises supervisor 
(d)   to suspend the licence for a period not exceeding three months 
(e)   to revoke the licence 

 

Summary 
 

There were no representations received from interested persons. 
 

There was one representation made by a responsible authority supporting this 
application, namely Havering’s Licensing Authority. 
 

Responsible authorities’ representations 
 

Licensing Officer Arthur Hunt makes representation in support of the Police application 
to review this premises licence.  Mr Hunt’s representation details his concerns further to 
the management of the premises, the premises’ apparent conflict with a number of 
Havering’s licensing policies and the premises’ apparent failure to promote the licensing 
objectives. 
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Part A 

Premises licence number 001612 

Part 1 – Premises details 
 

Postal address of premises, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description 
 

Bradwells 

141 South Street Romford RM1 1TE 
 

Where the licence is time limited the dates 
 

Not applicable 
 

Licensable activities authorised by the licence 
 

Films, live music, recorded music, performance of dance,  

anything of a similar description to music or dance, supply of alcohol 
 

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities 
 

Monday to Saturday – 09:00 to 02:00 

Sunday – 12:00 to 02:00 
 

The opening hours of the premises 
 

Monday to Saturday – 09:00 to 02:30 

Sunday – 11:30 to 02:30 
 

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and/ or off supplies 
 

On and off supplies 
 

 

Part 2 
 

Name, (registered) address, telephone number and email (where relevant) of holder of premises 

licence 
 

Mr Gary Phillips 

6 Challacombe Close Hutton Brentwood CM13 2LU 

& 

Mr Patrick Thompson 

2 Hepworth Court Hepworth Gardens Barking IG11 9AZ 
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Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where applicable) 
 

Not applicable 
 

Name, address and telephone number of designated premises supervisor where the premises licence 

authorises for the supply of alcohol 
 

Ms Reanne Phillips 

6 Challacombe Close Hutton Brentwood CM13 2LU 
 

Personal licence number and issuing authority of personal licence held by designated premises 

supervisor where the premises licence authorises for the supply of alcohol 
 

PSL 855 – Brentwood Borough Council 
 

Mandatory conditions 
 

1. No supply of alcohol may be made under the premises licence:  

(a)  at a time when there is no designated premises supervisor in respect of the 

premises licence, or  

(b)  at a time when the designated premises supervisor does not hold a 

personal licence or his personal licence is suspended.  

2. Every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must be made or authorised 

by a person who holds a personal licence. 

3. (1) The responsible person must ensure that staff on relevant premises do not 

carry out, arrange or participate in any irresponsible promotions in relation to 

the premises. 

(2) In this paragraph, an irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the 

following activities, or substantially similar activities, carried on for the purpose 

of encouraging the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises— 

(a) games or other activities which require or encourage, or are designed 

to require or encourage, individuals to— 

(i) drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink 

alcohol sold or supplied on the premises before the cessation of 

the period in which the responsible person is authorised to sell 

or supply alcohol), or 

(ii) drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time limit or 

otherwise); 

(b) provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for a 

fixed or discounted fee to the public or to a group defined by a 

particular characteristic in a manner which carries a significant risk of 

undermining a licensing objective; 

(c) provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing as a prize to 

encourage or reward the purchase and consumption of alcohol over a 

period of 24 hours or less in a manner which carries a significant risk 

of undermining a licensing objective; 
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Mandatory conditions – contd. 
 

(d) selling or supplying alcohol in association with promotional posters 

or flyers on, or in the vicinity of, the premises which can reasonably 

be considered to condone, encourage or glamorise anti-social 

behaviour or to refer to the effects of drunkenness in any favourable 

manner; 

(e) dispensing alcohol directly by one person into the mouth of another 

(other than where that other person is unable to drink without 

assistance by reason of disability). 

4. The responsible person must ensure that free potable water is provided on 

request to customers where it is reasonably available. 

5. (1) The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure 

that an age verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to 

the sale or supply of alcohol. 

(2) The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must 

ensure that the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance 

with the age verification policy. 

(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to 

be under 18 years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to 

produce on request, before being served alcohol, identification bearing their 

photograph, date of birth and either— 

(a) a holographic mark, or 

(b) an ultraviolet feature. 

6. The responsible person must ensure that— 

(a) where any of the following alcoholic drinks is sold or supplied for 

consumption on the premises (other than alcoholic drinks sold or 

supplied having been made up in advance ready for sale or supply in a 

securely closed container) it is available to customers in the following 

measures— 

(i) beer or cider: ½ pint; 

(ii) gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25 ml or 35 ml; and 

(iii) still wine in a glass: 125 ml; 

(b) these measures are displayed in a menu, price list or other printed 

material which is available to customers on the premises; and 

(c) where a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify the 

quantity of alcohol to be sold, the customer is made aware that these 

measures are available. 

7.  A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for 

consumption on or off the premises for a price which is less than the permitted 

price. 

8.  For the purposes of the condition set out in paragraph 7 —  

(a)  “duty” is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor 

Duties Act 1979;  

(b) “permitted price” is the price found by applying the formula —  

P=D+(DxV) 
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Mandatory conditions – contd. 
 

where —  

(i) P is the permitted price,  

(ii) D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if 

the duty were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the 

alcohol, and  

(iii) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the 

alcohol as if the value added tax were charged on the date of the 

sale or supply of the alcohol;  

(c) “relevant person” means, in relation to premises in respect of which 

there is in force a premises licence —  

(i) the holder of the premises licence,  

(ii) the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a 

licence, or  

(iii) the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of 

alcohol under such a licence;  

(d) “relevant person” means, in relation to premises in respect of which 

there is in force a club premises certificate, any member or officer of 

the club present on the premises in a capacity which enables the 

member or officer to prevent the supply in question; and  

(e) “value added tax” means value added tax charged in accordance with 

the Value Added Tax Act 1994.  

9.  Where the permitted price given by paragraph (b) of paragraph 8 would (apart 

from this paragraph) not be a whole number of pennies, the price given by that 

sub-paragraph shall be taken to be the price actually given by that sub-

paragraph rounded up to the nearest penny.  

10. (1)  Sub-paragraph (2) applies where the permitted price given by paragraph (b) 

of paragraph 8 on a day (“the first day”) would be different from the permitted 

price on the next day (“the second day”) as a result of a change to the rate of 

duty or value added tax.  

(2) The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or 

supplies of alcohol which take place before the expiry of the period of 14 days 

beginning on the second day. 

11. The admission of children, that is persons aged under 18, to the exhibition of 

any film shall be restricted in accordance with any recommendation made by 

the film classification body designated by section 4 of the Video Recordings Act 

1984. 

12. If at specified times one or more individuals must be at the premises to carry 

out a security activity each such individual must be licensed by the Security 

Industry Authority. 
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Annex 2 – conditions consistent with the operating schedule 
 

1. No more than 90 persons shall be permitted on the upper floor at any one time. 

2. CCTV and a hard drive system shall retain copies for twelve days. 

3. CCTV shall be installed and maintained to Police / Home Office standards on 

upper floor and linked to existing CCTV system. 

4. SIA registered door staff shall be employed. 

5. Additional door supervisor shall be deployed to control access to upper floor. 

6. Regular collection of refuse shall take place. 

7. The premises licence holder shall not permit or supply alcohol to persons who 

appear under age without confirming they are over that age applicable for the 

beverage supplied by inspecting a recognised form of photographic 

identification. 

8. Door supervisors shall remain on duty during the extended evening hours 

including Sunday until close. 

9. All persons under 18 shall be required to leave the premises by 19:00. 

10. No unaccompanied person under 18 shall be permitted on the premises. 

11. Extended hours shall be permitted on up to twelve occasions per annum in line 

with ACPO guidelines.  A minimum of ten working days’ written notification 

shall be given to both the Police and the Licensing Authority. Full details shall 

be recorded in the premises daily register. Police shall have the absolute right 

of veto.  Written consent shall be given by the Police. 

12. Where non-standard timings are used the closing time shall be half an hour 

after the end of the hours for the supply of alcohol. 

13. A proof of age scheme such as Challenge 25 shall be operated at the premises 

where the only acceptable forms of identification are recognised photographic 

identification such as a driving licence or passport. 
13. All occasions when persons have been refused service shall be recorded in 

writing and kept at the premises for six months. 

14. All staff shall be suitably trained in their roles and responsibilities in relation to 

the Challenge 25 code of practice. The training should be carried out regularly 

and records relating to the training shall be kept and made available to the 

Police or Council Officers. 

15. Scan Net/Club Net Initiative (or such like) to be implemented within 6 weeks 

from the date of grant of the variation (Granted 18 February 2014, Install 1 April 

2014). Scan Net/Club Net shall be installed and used during SIA door staff 

hours.  This system may be inspected by Police once installed. 

16. Condition of entry during SIA door staff hours – No entry unless ID scanned via 

Scan Net/Club Net or such like unless the equipment is defective.  If the system 

is defective this must be recorded in an incident book and Havering Police 

Licensing office notified of the time the system was defective. 

17. SIA door staff shall be employed at the venue on Friday and Saturday nights 

from 20:00 until the premises closes.  Consideration shall be taken of the need 

to employ SIA door staff on all other occasions when regulated entertainment 

takes place on the premises. 
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Annex 2 – conditions consistent with the operating schedule – contd. 
 

18. All door supervisors shall enter their full details in the premises daily register at 

the commencement of work.  This shall record their full name, home address, 

contract telephone number, SIA registration number and the time they 

commenced and concluded work.  If the door supervisor was supplied by an 

agency details of that agency shall also be recorded including the name of the 

agency, the registered business address and a contact telephone number. 

19. A properly specified and fully operational CCTV system shall be installed or the 

existing system maintained to a satisfactory standard.  The system shall 

incorporate a camera covering each of the entrance doors and be capable of 

providing an image which is regarded as “identification standard” of all persons 

entering and/or leaving the premises.  All other areas of risk identified in the 

operational requirement shall have coverage appropriate to the risk. 

20. The CCTV system shall incorporate a recording facility and all recordings shall 

be securely stored for a minimum of one calendar month.  A system shall be in 

place to maintain the quality of the recorded image and a complete audit trail 

maintained.  The system shall comply with other essential legislation and all 

signs required shall be clearly displayed.  The system shall be maintained and 

fully operational throughout the hours that the premises is open for any 

licensable activity. 

21. A staff member from the premises who can operate the CCTV system shall be 

on the premises at all times when the premises is open to the public.  The staff 

member shall be able to show the Police recent data or footage with the 

absolute minimum of delay when requested. 
 

Annex 3 – conditions attached after a hearing by the Licensing Authority 
 

1. The premises licence holder shall implement a written children’s policy. 

2. A premises daily register shall be kept at the premises. This register shall be 

maintained and kept for a minimum of twelve months. This register shall record 

the name of the person responsible for the premises on each given day. In 

addition it shall record all calls made to the premises where there is a complaint 

made by a resident or neighbour of noise, nuisance or anti-social behaviour by 

persons attending or leaving the premises. The register shall record the details 

of the caller, the time and date of the call and the time and date of the incident 

about which the call is made and any actions taken to deal with the call.  The 

premises daily register must be made available to a relevant responsible 

authority when called upon. The register shall also record all incidents in 

relation to the use of any force by staff or door supervisors in the removal of 

persons from the premises. It shall record the time and date of the occurrence, 

name or brief description of the person removed and details of the staff 

involved. 

3. All door supervisors shall enter their full details in the premises daily register at 

the commencement of work. This shall record the door supervisor’s full name, 

home address, contact telephone number, SIA registration number and the time 

they commenced and concluded working. If the door supervisor was supplied 

by an agency details of that agency shall also be recorded including the name of 

the agency, the registered business address and a contact telephone number. 
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Annex 3 – conditions attached after a hearing by the Licensing Authority – contd. 
 

4. The premises shall be cleared of customers and closed thirty minutes after the 

conclusion of the last licensable activity.  

5. The premises licence holder or designated premises supervisor shall become a 

member of the Safe & Sound / Pubwatch scheme(s).  

6. On the number of occasions that the premises licence holder makes use of 

additional hours on the licence to cover special occasions Havering Police shall 

be given no less than ten working days’ written notification of the special 

occasion or event. This shall give details of: 

(i) the name of the premises and the name of the designated premises 

supervisor for the duration of the event; 

(ii) the nature of the event and brief details of how the event will be run; 

(iii) the date, the commencement time and conclusion time of the event; 

(iv) expected numbers attending; 

(v) no more than twelve extensions per year excluding TENs may be applied 

for; 

(vi) a register shall be kept on the premises to record details of all TENs and 

non-specified dates to be completed to the satisfaction of the Police and the 

Local Authority; 

(vii) Police shall have an absolute right of veto in respect of these occasions. 

The premises licence holder shall be required to have written consent of the 

Police before the event may commence.  

7. Drinks shall be served in containers made from toughened glass (tempered 

glassware).  
Note. Weights and measures legislation requires the use of “stamped glasses” 
where “meter-measuring equipment” is not in use. 

8. No person shall be allowed to leave the premises whilst in the possession of 

any drinking vessel or open glass bottle whether empty or containing any 

beverage. 

9. Prominent clear notices shall be displayed at all exit points to advise customers 

that the area surrounding the premises is an alcohol free zone. 

10. The maximum number of persons including staff and entertainers allowed at the 

premises shall not exceed two hundred and sixty. 

11. The maximum number of persons including staff and entertainers allowed at the 

premises as to the ground floor shall be no more than one hundred and seventy 

persons and as to the first floor shall be no more than ninety persons subject to 

any increase permitted or decreased as required by a fire officer and notified to 

the premises licence holder and Havering Council. 

12. All members of staff at the premises shall seek credible photographic proof of 

age evidence from any person who appears to be under the age of eighteen 

years and who is seeking to purchase or consume alcohol on the premises. 

Such credible evidence which shall include a photograph of the customer shall 

include a passport, photographic driving licence or Portman type Pass Card 

with PAL logo endorsed. 

13. At the time of installation or upgrading of any CCTV system it shall comply with 

the current and relevant Havering Police guidelines for standard minimum 

closed circuit television requirements. 
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Annex 3 – conditions attached after a hearing by the Licensing Authority – contd. 
 

14. A CCTV system shall be installed or the existing system maintained. The system 

shall incorporate a camera covering each of the entrance doors and be capable 

of providing an image which is regarded as ‘identification standard.’ 

15. The CCTV system shall incorporate a recording facility and any recordings shall 

be retained and stored in a suitable and secure manner for a minimum of one 

calendar month. A system shall be in place to maintain the quality of the 

recorded image and a complete audit trail maintained. The system will comply 

with other essential legislation, and all signs as required will be clearly 

displayed. The system will be maintained and fully operational throughout the 

hours that the premises are open for any licensable activity. For premises using 

a video recording system, the cassette tape shall be used on no more than 12 

occasions to maintain the quality of the recorded image. 

16. To obtain a clear head and shoulders image of every person entering the 

premises on the CCTV system persons entering the premises should be asked 

to remove headwear unless worn as part of religious observance. 

17. The premises licence holder shall implement a written drugs policy requiring all 

staff to be trained in dealing with persons who are incapacitated through the 

use of drugs or the combined effects of drugs and alcohol. The drugs policy 

shall also detail the strategies to minimise the use and supply of illegal drugs 

within the premises. The drugs policy shall include a structured training 

programme covering the issues relevant to the misuse of drugs in relation to 

licensed premises which shall be delivered to all staff. This policy shall be 

required to be approved in writing by Havering Police whose approval shall not 

be unreasonably withheld. 

18. All door supervisors working outside the premises or whilst engaged in the 

dispersal of patrons at the close of business shall wear ‘high visibility clothing’. 

19. All queuing outside the premises shall be managed in such a way that seeks to 

prevent noise or rowdy behaviour and therefore minimise disturbance or 

nuisance to neighbours. 

20. The premises licence holder shall implement a written dispersal policy to move 

customers from the premises and the immediate vicinity in such a way as to 

cause minimum disturbance or nuisance to neighbours both residential and 

business and to make the minimum impact upon the neighbourhood in relation 

to potential nuisance, anti-social behaviour, crime and disorder. The policy shall 

be required to be approved in writing by the Licensing Authority. 

21. In consultation with the London Borough of Havering Drug & Alcohol Abuse 

Team (DAAT) the premises licence holder shall consent to:  

(i) a regular drug audit with the ion track itemiser for both public and private 

spaces as part of planned or unplanned visits; 

(ii) drug treatment and advice literature to be displayed in prominent positions; 

(iii) staff drug and alcohol awareness sessions organised by Havering DAAT; 

(iv) review of staff drugs policy. 

22. The premises licence holder shall review his training manual; such manual to 

be approved by the Licensing Authority and whose approval shall not be 

unreasonably withheld; such manual shall provide inter alia: 
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Annex 3 – conditions attached after a hearing by the Licensing Authority – contd. 

 

(i) all staff shall be suitably trained for their job function for the premises. The 

training must be written into a programme, ongoing and under constant 

review and must be made available to a relevant responsible authority when 

called upon; 

(ii) structured training shall be delivered to all staff covering the need to be 

aware of the signs and consequences of ‘drink spiking’. There shall be a 

training package in place for all staff and this shall include a policy for 

dealing with both the victim and the offender. All staff shall be aware of the 

law regarding the refusal of service to any person who is drunk or is 

underage and shall be aware of how to seek identification from anyone who 

appears to be underage; 

(iii) prominent clear notices shall be displayed at the point of entry to the 

premises and in a suitable location at points of sale advising customers that 

they may be asked to provide evidence of their age; 

 (iv) crime prevention notices and advice shall be displayed (if advised by 

Havering Police) in order to support local crime prevention initiatives; 

(v) the licence holder shall be aware of the Safe & Sound approved charter. 
 

Annex 4 – premises plans 
 

Original premises plans are held by the Licensing Authority of the London Borough 

of Havering. 
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Annex 4 – premises plans – contd. 
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Part B 
 

Premises licence summary 

Premises licence number 001612 

Premises details 
 

Postal address of premises, if any, or if none, ordnance survey map reference or description 
 

Bradwells 

141 South Street Romford RM1 1TE 
 

Where the licence is time limited the dates 
 

Not applicable 
 

Licensable activities authorised by the licence 
 

Films, live music, recorded music, performance of dance,  

anything of a similar description to music or dance, supply of alcohol 
 

The times the licence authorises the carrying out of licensable activities 
 

Monday to Saturday – 09:00 to 02:00 

Sunday – 12:00 to 02:00 
 

The opening hours of the premises 
 

Monday to Saturday – 09:00 to 02:30 

Sunday – 11:30 to 02:30 
 

Where the licence authorises supplies of alcohol whether these are on and / or off supplies 
 

On and off supplies 
 

Name, (registered) address of holder of premises licence 
 

Mr Gary Phillips 

6 Challacombe Close Hutton Brentwood CM13 2LU 

& 

Mr Patrick Thompson 

2 Hepworth Court Hepworth Gardens Barking IG11 9AZ 
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Registered number of holder, for example company number, charity number (where applicable) 
 

Not applicable 
 

Name of designated premises supervisor where the premises licence authorises for the supply of 

alcohol 
 

Ms Reanne Phillips 
 

State whether access to the premises by children is restricted or prohibited 
 

Restricted 
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LICENSING ACT 2003 

APPLICATION FOR A PREMISES LICENCE REVIEW 
 

Bradwells 137-141 South Street Romford RM1 1TE 
 

Notice is hereby given that an application has been 
made to the Licensing Authority of the London 
Borough of Havering by PC Belinda Goodwin for a 
review of the premises licence for the premises 
named above. 
 

GROUNDS FOR REVIEW 
Management lack of regard to, and failure to, promote 
the licensing objectives; errors and breaches of the 
licence conditions; allegations of violence on site. 
 

Any interested person or responsible authority 
wishing to make representation on this matter must 
do so in writing to: Licensing Authority c/o Town Hall 
Romford RM1 3BD between 11th March 2016 & 7th April 
2016. 
 

The public register of Havering’s Licensing Authority 
containing the grounds for this review may be 
inspected by appointment at the above address by 
telephoning 01708 432777 Monday to Friday 09:00hrs 
to 17:00hrs or at www.havering.gov.uk. 
 

It is an offence to knowingly or recklessly make a 
false statement in connection with an application for a 
review.  On summary conviction a person is liable to a 
fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale 
(currently £5000). 



 



London Borough of Havering
Town Hall, Main Road,Romford, RM1 3BD
Tel: 01708 434343

Bradwells 137-141 South Street Romford RM1 1PL

Date: 17 March 2016

Scale: 1:1000

© Crown copyright and database rights 2016 
Ordnance Survey 100024327

Size: A4



 

















 





































 









 









 



  
 

 

 

Licensing Act 2003 Responsible Authority representation  

This representation is made by a responsible Authority for the London Borough of Havering 
concerning an application for a review of the premises licence as below:- 

Premises Name and address: Bradwell’s Coffee and Bar, 137-141 South Street 
Romford, RM1 1TE  

Your Name: Arthur Hunt  

Organisation name/name of body you represent: London Borough of 
Havering/Licensing 

Your Address: 5th Floor, Mercury House, Mercury Gardens, Romford, Essex, RM1 3SL 

Email: arthur.hunt@havering.gov.uk 

Contact telephone number: 01708 433585 

Summary of Objection: Representation supporting an application to review the premises 
licence 

 

Policy  Considerations 
 

Licensing Policy 8  

When assessing the applicant’s or licensee’s ability to demonstrate a commitment 
to high standards of management the Licensing Authority will take into account 
whether the applicant or licensee:  

• Can demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of best practice  
• Has sought advice from the responsible authorities  
• Has implemented any advice that has been given by the responsible authorities  
• Is able to understand verbal and written advice and legal requirements  
• Can demonstrate knowledge of the licensing objectives, relevant parts of the 

Licensing Policy and their responsibilities under the Licensing Act 2003  
• Is able to run their business lawfully and in accordance with good business 

practices  
• Is able to demonstrate a track record of compliance with legal requirements.  

 
Where there is a history of non-compliance associated with the premises applicants 
 
Licensing Policy 10  

The Licensing Authority expects licensees to operate to the highest standards of 
management, and to cooperate with responsible authorities to prevent:  

• The sale of alcohol to underage children;  
• Drunkenness on premises;  
• Irresponsible drinks promotions.  

 
 



  

Where the Licensing Authority receives representations from responsible 
authorities that the management of a premises is supporting such activities or that 
there is strong evidence linking patrons with alcohol related crime, disorder or anti-
social behaviour the Licensing Authority will consider reviewing the licence to 
impose additional restrictions and controls to prevent or minimise the impact. 
 

Licensing Policy 25  

The Licensing Authority will apply the full range of powers available to it when a 
review of a premises licence becomes necessary, including:  

• Restricting hours of operation  
• Removing licensable activities from the premises licence  
• Imposing additional conditions  
• Requiring the removal of a designated premises supervisor  
• Suspending a licence  
• Revoking a licence  

 

Representation 

I wish to make representation in support of this application as a Responsible Authority as 
there are concerns over the way that the premises is managed and the promotion of the 
licensing objectives. 

Application 

This application to review the premises licence has been submitted on behalf of the 
Metropolitan Police based on Police concerns with the management of the premises and 
its promotion of three of the four licensing objectives. 

The Licensing Authority supports the review application and also has concerns about the 
way that the premises is managed and the promotion of the licensing objectives.   

Police and the Licensing Authority met with the current premises licence holders on the 19 
February 2015 to discuss their impending takeover of the business.  Both gentlemen were 
taken through the requirements of the licence while the expectations of the Police and the 
Licensing Authority were fully explained to them. 

A follow up visit was conducted at the premises on the 2 March 2015. 

The Police detail in their application a series of events which have caused them to have 
concerns with regard to the management of the premises following several incidents on 
site.  I do not intend to repeat those events here but as a result of some of those incidents 
I have attended meetings with the licence holders which have been minuted (minutes 
attached to Police application). 

The first meeting surrounded how the premises had dealt with an incident regarding an 
allegation of alcohol being supplied to an underage disabled child on the 28 August 2015.  
There was a discrepancy to how events had unfolded with a denial by management that 
they had supplied alcohol to an underage female; however, the premises licence holders 
were unable to supply the corroborating CCTV to support their position because of a 
technical failure of the CCTV system.  A discussion was held regarding all the conditions 
on the premises licence including a potential “tidying up” of the licence to make it easier to 
read and with which to comply.  As the meeting progressed, and at management’s own 
admission, it was clear that the premises was in breach of several conditions of the 
premises licence.  It was also pointed out to the licence holders that these issues had 
been raised at previous meetings with Police and the Licensing Authority and that this 
situation could not continue. 



  

On the 17 November 2015 I was once again present when a meeting was held to discuss 
the incident of the 15 November 2015.  At that meeting several actions were agreed by the 
licence holders: 

 A minimum of 3 SIA staff on Friday and Saturday, 
 If upstairs is in use then a minimum of 5 SIA staff, 
 A static post at the rear of the bar for SIA staff, 
 Use of female SIA staff 

It is my understanding that these agreements were not actioned or took an extensive 
period to implement.  The licence holders argued against the agreed actions at a later 
stage resulting in the Police forcing the issue with a threat of review. 

Conclusion 

It was clear that the licence holders had little licensing knowledge (Mr Phillips had none 
and Mr Thompson has worked as a door supervisor at licensed premises) when they met 
Licensing and the Police during the lead up to their “take over” of the premises. It was 
commendable that they sought advice at this early stage. It was also at that stage that they 
took on the services of a licensing professional, Mr Hopkins of GT Licensing Consultants, 
to assist them with the transition from the previous licence holder.  Input from the 
Licensing Authority, the Police and their own licensing professional does not appear to 
have prevented the premises licence holders from repeatedly breaching their premises 
licence conditions, however. 
 

Licensing Policy 8 
 

When assessing the applicant’s or licensee’s ability to demonstrate a commitment to high 
standards of management the Licensing Authority will take into account whether the 
applicant or licensee: 
 

• Can demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of best practice  
• Has sought advice from the responsible authorities  
• Has implemented any advice that has been given by the responsible authorities  
• Is able to understand verbal and written advice and legal requirements  
• Can demonstrate knowledge of the licensing objectives, relevant parts of the Licensing 

Policy and their responsibilities under the Licensing Act 2003  
• Is able to run their business lawfully and in accordance with good business practices  
• Is able to demonstrate a track record of compliance with legal requirements.  

When assessing the licence holders’ standards of management against Havering’s 
Licensing Policy 8, apart from point 2 they do not appear to have complied with it. 

There have been three (3) different DPS’s since the premises licence was transferred to 
the current holders a year ago. The successive changes of DPS and the licence holders’ 
lack of operational knowledge have not provided a stable basis for the management of the 
premises. 

The current DPS has been in place since 8 October 2015.  Two serious assaults at the 
premises (29 October 2015 and 15 November 2015) and the last visit of the Police on the 
28 February 2016 have occurred during the current DPS’ brief tenure.  Section 182 of the 
Act sets out that Guidance must be issued to licensing authorities for them to discharge 
their functions.  The Guidance states at paragraph 4:18:- 

Every premises licence that authorises the sale of alcohol must specify a DPS. This 
will normally be the person who has been given day to day responsibility for running 
the premises by the premises licence holder. 

 



  

It is not clear how often the DPS attends the premises therefore one might reasonably 
question the extent of the DPS’ day to day control of the premises given the management 
failures detailed earlier. 

This premises needs a DPS who has relevant licensing experience and is in place long 
enough to stabilise the situation with the staff and clientele.  Ms Phillips obtained her 
personal licence from Brentwood Council on the 29 September 2015 and became the DPS 
some nine days later. 

The Guidance states at paragraph 11.10:- 

Where authorised persons and responsible authorities have concerns about 
problems identified at premises, it is good practice for them to give licence holders 
early warning of their concerns and the need for improvement, and where possible 
they should advise the licence or certificate holder of the steps they need to take to 
address those concerns. A failure by the holder to respond to such warnings is 
expected to lead to a decision to apply for a review. Co-operation at a local level in 
promoting the licensing objectives should be encouraged and reviews should not be 
used to undermine this co-operation. 

The Police and the Licensing Authority have expended a lot of time and effort in trying to 
get the premises licence holders to comply with the conditions of the premises licence they 
hold.  In addition they have also had the services of a licensing professional to advise 
them yet we find that they continue to breach their licence conditions and manage the 
premises in a way that greatly concerns the Police and the Licensing Authority.  This 
concern has led to the decision to take the premises licence to review. 

Complaint and Inspection History (if applicable) 

The previous licence holder surrendered the premises licence on the 11 February 2015. 

On the 6 March 2015 the premises licence was transferred into the current holders’ hands. 

On the 10 March 2015 an application was received to vary the designated premises 
supervisor (DPS). 

On the 19 May 2015 an application was received to vary the DPS at the premises again. 

On the 8 October 2015 the DPS was varied again to install the current supervisor. 

Other documents attached 

None attached 

 

Signed                                                                                                   
Dated                 6 April 2016 
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